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INDEFINITE KAEHLERIAN MANIFOLDS
WITH PARALLEL CONFORMAL
CURVATURE TENSOR FIELD
JUNG-HWAN KWON, WON-Ho SOHN AND KWAN-Ho CHO

1. Introduction

S. Bochner[3] has introduced "Bochner curvature tensor" on a Kaehlerian manifold analogous to the Weyl conformal curvature tensor on a
Riemannian manifold. In 1990, H. Kitahara, K. Matsuo and J. S. Pak
[6],[7] defined a new tensor field on a Hermitian manifold which is conformally invariant and studied several properties of the new tensor field.
They called this new tensor field "conformal curvature tensor field". On
the other hand, in 1987, R. Aiyama, J.-H. Kwon and H. Nakagawa [1]
studied several properties of indefinite Kaehlerian manifold. Recently,
J.-H. Kwon and W.-H. Sohn [9] investigated some properties of locally
product indefinite Kaehlerian metrics with vanishing conformal curvature tensor field.
The purpose of this paper is to study indefinite Kaehlerian manifolds
with parallel or vanishing conformal curvature tensor field. In the second
section, a brief summary of the complex version of indefinite Kaehlerian
manifolds is recalled and some fundamental formulas of indefinite complex submanifolds of an indefinite Kaehlerian manifold are prepared.
Section 3 is devoted to the investigation of some properties of indefinite Kaehlerian manifold with parallel or vanishing conformal curvature
tensor field.

2. Indefinite Kaehlerian manifolds
We start this section by introducing some basic formulas concerning
indefinite Kaehlerian manifolds. LetMbe a complex n(?:2)-dimensional
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connected indefinite Kaehlerian manifold equipped with Kaehlerian metric tensor 9 and almost complex structure J. For the indefinite Kaehlerian structure (g, J), we know that J is integrable and the index of 9 is
even, say 2s(0 =:; s =:; n).
A local unitary frame field {E1 , ••• , En} on a neighborhood of M
can be chosen. This is a complex linear frame which is orthonormal
with respect to the Kaehlerian metric, that is, (Ei,E j ) = CiDij, where
Ci = ±1. The dual frame field {Wl' ... ,Wn } of the frame field {Ej}
consists of complex-valued 1-forms Wi of type (1,0) on M such that
wi(Ej) = CiDij and {wI, ... ,wn,WI, ... ,w n } is linearly independent. The
Kaehlerian metric 9 of M can be expressed as 9 = 2 'E j CjWj @ Wj.
Associated with the frame field {Ej}, there exist complex-valued 1-forms
Wij, which are usually connection forms on M such that they satisfy the
structure equations of M:

dwi + LCjWij AWj

= 0,

Wij +Wji

= 0,

j

(2.1)

dw ij

+ LCkWik AWkj = nij ,
k

nij =

L

CkCIRrjktwk A WI,

k,l

where nij(resp. R ijkl) denotes the curvature form (resp. the components
of the Riemannian curvature tensor R) on M. The second equation of
(2.1) means the skew-hermitian symmetry of nij, which is equivalent to
the symmetric condition

(2.2)

R rjkl = R JiII .

The Bianchi identity obtained by the exterior derivatives of (2.1) gives
'E j Cjnij I\Wj = 0, which yields the following further symmetric relations

(2.3)

R ijkl = R ikjl = R'jki = R'kji·

Now, relative to the frame field chosen above, the Ricci tensor S of
M can be expressed as follows:
S = 2 LCiCjSi"jWi@Wj,
i,j
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where S·...
= ~k
= S-:".
The scalar curvature r is also
kk Z)·.... = S....·
I)
LJ ckR)1
I)
given by r = 2 2: j Cj S j)' The indefinite KaeWerian manifold M is said
to be Einstein if the Ricci tensor S is given by

(2.4)
where a = 2rn' The components R-;ikim and R ijklm (resp. Siik and S;iI~)
of the covariant derivative of the Riemannian curvature tensor R (resp.
the Ricci tensor S) are defined by the following .equation (2.5) (resp.

(2.6»

m

cm(1L,njkiWmi

- L

+ Rimk,wmj + Rijm,wmk + RijkmWm1 ),

m

(2.6)

LCk(S]"ikWk

+ S;i'fWk) =

dS]"i - LCk(S]"kWki

k

+ S/i/;)kj).

k

The second Bianchi formula is given by Rijkim = Rijmik and hence we
have
(2.7)

S]"ik

= S]"ki = L
I

c1R]"ikil'

rj

= 2

L ckS/ijk'
k

E j cj(rjwj + 7j)'
Now let M' be an (n + p )-dimensional connected Kaehlerian manifold
of index 2(8 + t)(O $ 8 $ n, 0 $ t $ p) and let M be an n-dimensional
where dr =

connected indefinite complex submanifold of M' of index 28. Then M
is the indefinite KaeWerian manifold endowed with the induced metric
tensor g. We choose a local unitary frame field {EA} = {E}, ... , E n +p }
on a neighborhood of M' in such a way that restricted to M, E 1 , ••• , En
are tangent to M and the others are normal to M. Here and in the
sequel the following convention on the range of indices is used unless
otherwise stated:

A, B, C, ... =l, ... , n, n+l, ... , n+p,
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i, j, k, ...

= 1, ... ,

n,

x, y, z, ... = n + 1, ... , n + p.
With respect to the frame field, let {WA} = {Wi,W x } be its dual frame
field. Then the Kaehlerian metric tensor g' of M' is given by g' =
2:EAeAwA ®WA. The connection forms on M' are denoted by WAB.
The canonical forms W A and the connection forms WAB of the ambient
space satisfy the structure equations (2.1).
Restricting these forms to the submanifold M; we have W x = 0 and the
induced indefinite Kaehlerian metric tensor 9 of index 2s of M is given
by 9 = 2:Ejcjwj ®Wj' Then {Ej } is a local unitary frame field with
respect to this metric and {Wj} is a local dual frame field due to {Ej }
which consists of complex-valued I-forms of type (1,0) on M. Moreover
{WI, ... ,Wn , WI, ••. ,w n } is linearly independent and they are canonical
forms on M. It follows from W x = 0 and the Cartan lemma that the
exterior derivatives of W x = 0 give rise to
(2.8)

Wxi = Lejhijwj, hij = hj;.
j

The quadratic form Ei,j,x eiejexhijWi ®Wj ® Ex with values in the normal bundle is called the second fundamental form of the submanifold
M. From the structure equations of M' it follows that the structure
equations of M are similarly given by (2.1). Moreover the following
relationships are defined:

(2.9)

dJ..J xy

+L

ezw xz 1\ w zy

= Qxy,

z

Q xy = L ek e ,!lxyklwk 1\ WI,
k,l

where Q xy is called the normal curvature form of M. For the Riemannian
curvature tensors R and R' of M and M' respectively, it follows from
the third equation of (2.1) and (2.8) that the Gauss equation
(2.10)

Roo:,
-,
IJ k

= Roo:.,IJkl- -

L exh "kh'l
x-x

J

x

I
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holds and from (2.2), (2.8) and (2.9) that

Hzyk' = B!.zykl + L cjhk/i;,
j

holds too. The components of the Ricci tensor S and the scalar curvature
r of M are given by

(2.11)

S;i =

L ckRhiJ- (h1i )2,
k

(2.12)

r =

2

L CjckRYjkk -

2h 2 ,

j,k

where

(h Ji )2 = L.r,x CrC xhirIi;j

and h2 = L.i Ci( hai )2.

3. Main results
This section is devoted to the investigation of indefinite Kaehlerian
manifolds with parallel or vanishing conformal curvature tensor field.
Let M be a complex n-dimensional indefinite Kaehlerian manifold.
The conformal curvature tensor field B o with components BO,ajk' of M
is given by
(3.1)

1
B o,ajk7 =Rijk7 - ;;'(Cj Oij S7k

(n+2)r

+ CkSajOk,)

+ 2n2 (n + 1)CjCkOijOkl -

r

2n(n + l)CjCkOikOjl'

which was introduced by H. Kitahara, K. Matsuo and J. S. Pak [6].
Let bo denote the Ricci contraction of B o, that is,
(3.2)

bo,I)
.,.. = """
~ ckBo ~"'"k ) ·-k·
k

From (3.1) and (3.2), we have
(3.3)

n-2
r
bo,I)
"'· = --(S.,.. - -C)·Oi)·).
n
I)
2n
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Summing up the equation (3.3) for i and j and using r
obtain

L:

(3.4)

Cjbo,]j

= 2 Lj CjS]j' we

= O.

j

If the Ricci contraction bo vanishes everywhere i.e.

bO,ij = 0 and n

> 2,

then we obtain S;j = 2';.CjDij from (3.3). Since this equation represents
the first Chern class, it follows that r is constant. Thus M is Einstein
by (2.4). Conversely, if M is Einstein, then we have bO,ij = 0 by (2.4)
and (3.3). Hence we have
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be an indefinite Kaehlerian manifold of complex
dimension n(n > 2). Tben tbe Ricci contraction bo of tbe conformal
curvature tensor field B o of M vanisbes everywhere if and only if M is
Einstein.

On the other hand, the Bochner curvature tensor B with components
B ijkl of the indefinite Kaehlerian manifold is given by

(3.5)

B 1jk;

= RijkT
1

- n

+ 2 {CjDijS;k + CkS1jDki + Cj DikSlj + CkSikDjl)
r

+ 2(n

+ I)(n + 2) CjCk(DijDkl + Dik~jl),

which was introduced by S. Bochner [3]. Thus, from (3.1) and (3.5), we
have
1
r
(3.6)

B O,ljk1 = B ajk1 + n

(

2

nn+

+ 2(Ck Dik Sjj + CjS;kDjl -

I) (CjDijS;k + CkS;jDkl -

;;CjCkDikDjl)

r

-CjCkbijDkl).
n

H n > 2, then from (3.3) and the above equation (3.6), we have
(3.7)

n

B O,ijk1

= BijkT + (n + 2)(n _
2

(n

+ 2)(n _

2) (ckDikbO,lj
2) (cjDij bo,lk

+ cjbo,ikD1j)

+ ckbO,ijDlk).
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> 2. Then from (3.7), it follows that

Summing up the above equation for i and k and using (3.4), we get
bO,.j = O. Conversely, if bO,.j = 0 and n > 2, then from (3.7) we obtain
B o = B. Hence from Lemma 3.1, we have
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be an indefinite Kaehlerian manifold of
complex dimension n(n > 2). Then the conformal curvature tensor
field is equal to the Bochner curvature tensor on M if and only if M is
Einstein.

Let M be an indefinite Kaehlerian manifold of complex
dimension 2. IT M is Einstein, then the conformal curvature tensor field
is equal to the Bochner curvature tensor on M. In fact, substituting
(2.4) into (3.6) implies our result.
REMARK.

The components bO••jk and bO,.jk of the covariant derivative of the
Ricci contraction bo of the conformal curvature tensor field B o are defined
by
(3.8) Lek(bo,.jkWk

+ bO,.jiWk) =

dbo,.j -

k

Since dr

L ek(bo,kjWki + bO,.kWkj)'
k

= :Ej

ej(rjwj+1jWj), from (2.1), (2.6), (3.3) and (3.8), we have

which yields
(3.9)

bO,.jk

,I,

n-2

= -n-(S:jk n-2

I'

1

2n ejhijrk),
1

bo"'-k = --(S:'-k
- -e,·hi,·rk )·
n
2n
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Assume that the Ricci contraction bo is parallel, i.e. bO,ijk = 0 and
bO,ijI = O. If n > 2, then from (3.9) we have
1

1

= 2n CjSijTk, Sijk = 2n CjDijTk ·
(3.9), we have Tk = 0 and Tfi = O. Substituting these

(3.10)

Sijk

From (2.7) and
equations into (3.10), we obtain Sijk = 0 and Sajk = 0, that is, the Ricci
tensor is parallel.
Conversely, if the Ricci tensor is parallel, then Tk = 0 and Tfi = 0, and
consequently bO,ijk = 0 and bO,ijI = 0 with the help of (3.9). Thus we
have
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M be an indefinite Kaehlerian manifold of
complex dimension n(n > 2). Then the Ricci contraction of the conformal curvature tensor :field is parallel if and only if the Ricci tensor is
parallel.

From Proposition 3.3 and Theorem due to J.-H. Kwon [8], we have
the following
COROLLARY 3.4. Let M be an indefinite Kaehlerian manifold of complex dimension n(n > 2). The following assertions are equivalent
(1) the Ricci contraction of the conformal curvature tensor field of
M is parallel,
(2) M has harmonic curvature,
(3) the Ricci tensor of M is cyclic-parallel.

The components Bo,ijklm and BO,ijklm of the covariant derivative of
the conformal curvature tensor field B o are defined by

(3.11) ~:::>m(BO,ljklmWm

+ BO,ijk"im) =

dBo,a;kl- Lcm(Bo,ijklWmi

m

m

+ B o,lmk,wmj + B o,ljm,wmk + Bo,ijkrnW ml )'
Since dT = E j
and (3.4) that
(3.12) B O,ijklm

Cj(TjWj

+ 7 j ) , it follows from (2.1), (2.5),

= Rijklm n+2

1
;;'(CjDijS'km

(2.6), (3.1)

+ CkSijmDkl)

+ 2n2(n + 1) TmcjCkSijSkl -

1
2n(n + l{mCjCkDikDjl,
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(3.13) Bo,"ijklm = R"ijklm - ;;,( C jCijSlkm

+ ckS"ij-;nCkl)

n+2
1
+ 2n2(n 1) rmCjCkCijCkl - 2n(n

+

+ 1) rmCjCkCikCjl.

If the conformal curvature tensor field of M is parallel, it follows that
bO,ijk = 0 and bo,Ifm = 0, that is, the Ricci contraction bo is parallel.
Thus, by Proposition 3.3, the Ricci tensor is parallel, provided n > 2,
which together with (3.9) yields rk = 0 = r k . Hence from (3.12) and
(3.13), we obtain R"ijklm = 0 and R"ijklm = 0, that is, M is locally
symmetric. Conversely, if M is locally symmetric, then S1ik = 0, S;ik =
0, rk = 0 and 'Ii = O. Thus, from (3.12) and (3.13), the conformal
curvature tensor field of M is parallel. Hence we have

THEOREM 3.5. Let M be an indefinite Kaehlerian manifold of complex dimension n( n > 2). Then M is locally symmetric if and only if the
confonnal curvature tensor field of M is parallel.
Let M ' be an (n + p )-dimensional indefinite Kaehlerian manifold of
index 2(8 + t) with vanishing conformal curvature tensor field and let
M be an n-dimensional indefinite complex submanifold of index 28. Restricting the Riemannian curvature tensor R' of M ' to M, we get

from which together with (2.11) it follows that
I
n
(
) S"ij = -1- { n~.
3.15
+ -21("
r - (

n

+p

n

I)

2

+ np + n - p ')
}
+ p )( n + p + 1{ CjCij -

(h Ij

where r" = 2 L:k ckSh·
Moreover summing up the equation (3.14) for i and j, we obtain

n

+p

2

+ np + n - p) r / } _
2( n + p)( n + p + 1)

r = _2_{nr" _ n(n

h

2

•

)2

,
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Taking account of (2.3), (2.10), (3.4), (3.14), (3.15) and the above equation, it is clear that the conformal curvature tensor field B o of M has
the form
(3.16) BO,ijkl = - I>;xhjkh:l

+ ~{€jOij(hlk)2 + €k(haj?okil

x

n+2
n 2(n + I)h 2€j€k Oi jO kl

1

+ n(n + I)h2CjCkOikOjl.

From now on, we shall prove the following theorem as a necessary and
sufficient condition that the conformal curvature tensor field of an indefinite complex hypersurfaces vanishes identically.
THEOREM 3.6. Let M' be an (n + I)-dimensional indefinite Kaeblerian manifold of index 2(8 + t), t = 0 or 1, and with vanishing conformal
curvature tensor field, and let M be an indefinite complex hypersurface
of index 28 of M' (n > 2). Then the following assertions are equivalent
(1) M has the vanishing conformal curvature tensor field,
(2) M is totally geodesic.

Proof. Assume that the conformal curvature tensor field B o of M
vanishes identically. Under this situation (3.16) reduces to

(3.17)

-

1

2

2

hjkhil = -{cjoij(h,k) + €k(h,j) Okl}
n
n+2
1
n2(n + 1) h 2€j€k Oij Okl + n(n + 1) h2€j€k Oik Ojl,

because of p = 1. Summing up the equation (3.17) for i and k, we have
2
h2
(hI) = -€jOjk,
n
because of n > 2. Substituting the above equation into (3.17), we obtain
h2
(3.18)
hjlchil = n(n + 1) €j€k( OijOkl + OikOj,).

Transvecting €i€lhil to (3.18) and summing up the result for i and 1, we
have (n + 2)(n - 1)h 2 h jk / n(n + 1) = O. This implies that h2 = 0 because
of n > 2. Since h 2 = 0 and (3.18), we obtain hjkhil = 0 for all indices.
Thus this equation means that M is totally geodesic. The converse is
trivial.
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